
Pictorial and video timeline 
of Finlay pre and post 
seizure by the police

These pictures show that Finlay was found at a very young age, was 

rehabilitated in a purpose built, naturalistic enclosure and was in excellent 

condition prior to his seizure by the police. The post-seizure pictures 

(accompanied by the vet reports) show the significant deterioration in 

Finlay’s body and coat condition during his time in police care. Latterly. the 

photos show the significant improvement in Finlay’s coat and body 

condition thanks to the post-seizure care provided to him by Wildcat 

Haven



Finlay shortly after he was first rescued at around three weeks old by John 

and Angela in October 2020



Finlay in his ‘indoor forest’ in November 2020



Rehabilitation enclosure, measuring around 85 ft by 29ft wide by 10ft high, 

containing natural vegetation. Completed in April 2021



Finlay exploring his enclosure and using natural cover



Finlay displaying natural scent marking behaviour



Pre-seizure video links
Video taken on 15 November 2021. Excellent body and coat condition. Feeding 

well, and alert and engaged with his surroundings: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5I3DcP8qGs

Videos taken on 12 January 2022. Excellent body and coat condition. Relaxed 

disposition and very comfortable in his surroundings:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUn4iKSCg1A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEuJ7ObpN9g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5I3DcP8qGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUn4iKSCg1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEuJ7ObpN9g


Finlay showing how he has developed into a healthy, mature animal. 

Excellent coat and body condition. Taken on the 12 January 2022



Finlay showing how he has developed into a healthy, mature animal. 

Excellent coat and body condition. Taken on the 12 January 2022



Finlay showing how he has developed into a healthy, mature animal. 

Excellent coat and body condition. Taken on the 12 January 2022



Post-seizure: Finlay in his crate on the 28 June 2022 shortly after his return



Horse meat provided by PC Smith on Finlay’s return on the 28 June 2022 -

this is what he was being fed whilst detained



A photo taken post-seizure on 7 July 2022. You can see a clear skeletal 

structure and coat in very poor condition



A photo taken post-seizure on 7 July 2022. You can see a clear skeletal 

structure and coat in very poor condition



Picture of Finlay on 28th October 2022. He has regained a lot of body and 

muscle mass. Good coat condition



Picture of Finlay on 28 November 2022. He has regained a lot of body and 

muscle mass. Good coat condition and body mass
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